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I would like to invite you to share in a journey and to
consider if a way of understanding Plato’s Republic is
consistent with the way a group of philosophers in
Southern California participate in the Philosophical
Midwifery Program of the Noetic Society.1

First, I will review something curious about the important
role that dreams play in Plato’s Republic because it is said
that through dreams one reaches truths about one’s
present, past, and future as well as dreams of a visionary
nature. To prepare the soul for such meaningful dreams,
Plato adds, it is necessary to temper unnecessary desires
by reason in conjunction with law and further that prior to
falling asleep, to reflect on “worthy reasonings and
inquires” so that it may empower the rational part of the
soul (Plato, Republic, 571d-572b). But, while acknowledging
its importance he does not offer any method to guide one’s
search for the meaning of dreams.

Secondly, in his discussion of the decline of the city state
into its four inferior types of constitution and government,
he parallels his analysis with a description of the different
characters of men; each personifies the qualities of each of
these city states. In his analysis of these men he notes that
they lack reason, and by indulging in unnecessary desires
they violate the law. This leads us to the question, is dream
work offered as a way to escape or subdue the unnecessary
desires? For, as we are told, “there is in every one a certain
species of desires which is terrible, savage, and irregular”
(Plato, Republic, 571b). Thus, somehow they must be dealt
with.

Are we being lead to the strange conclusion that only those
who practise philosophy benefit by dreaming since they
are the ones who keep to the law and reason, so these it
would seem are the ones who subdue the unnecessary
desires? Clearly, it is a puzzle that needs to be solved.
Assuming the answer can be found within the text, then it
is to the text we are obliged to delve for a solution.

To consider this matter further, let us first cite a few of
Plato’s comments to show that he denies that reason is
available to those inferior types of character of soul. Each
of these character types are the personification of those
city-states that degenerate from the Aristocratic: the
Timocratic, Oligarchic, Democratic to worst of them all,
the Tyrannic.

As for the timocratic man he is said to lack the best
guardian of the soul “Reason,” said I “that is accompanied
with music, which is the only inbred preservative of virtue”
(Plato, Republic, 549b).

The oligaric man is described as one who makes his throne
“the covetous and avaricious disposition” and “having
placed both the rational and the ambitious disposition low
on the ground on either side, and having enslaved them
under it, the one he allows to reason on nothing,”(Plato,
Republic, 553d). Thus, the oligarchic man has dethroned
reason and struggles with these desires with “necessity
and fear” (Plato, Republic, 554d).

The democratic man in his youth is described as empty of
“beautiful disciplines and pursuits, and of true reasoning,
which are the best guardians and preservers in the
dianoetic part of men beloved of the gods.” and so has no
defense against the flood of overwhelming and powerful
desires (Plato, Republic, 560b-c).

In Socrates’ description of the tyrannical man he is
described as resembling the tyrannical city state, that “his
soul be full of the greatest slavery and illiberality; and that
these parts of his soul, which are the noblest, be enslaved,”
leaving that “which is most wicked and frantic, is master”.
He flees from law and reason and “cohabits with certain
slavish, mercenary pleasures” (Plato, Republic, 587c)
making his life as found in his dreams (Plato, Republic,
576b) and, so, unable to deal effectively with unnecessary
desires he is maddened by desires and passion (Plato,
Republic, 578b) and becomes when “as awake, we described
as asleep” (Plato, Republic, 576b).

In the summary, Socrates concludes that those most remote
from philosophy and reason are most remote from law
and order (Plato, Republic, 587a-b). Thus, by contrast, the
philosopher is guided by philosophy and reason (Plato,
Republic, 587 a-b) and “enjoys his proper pleasures, and
best pleasures and, so far as such a thing is possible, the
truest.” (Plato, Republic, 587a).

Now, we must look for a way to discover Plato’s
understanding of reason, but first let us examine why
reason, or the logos, is absent from those inferior types of
character of souls. The common feature of the corruption
of the soul is the process of imitation and resemblance. In
each of these inferior types it is the family, clan, and social
forces that in every way strive to mold the young to
resemble and imitate their own way of existence. In the
transformation from the aristocratic to the timocratic man,
which is true in all the other types, the family is the primary
learning environment that shapes the character of the soul.
There, we are told, the youth hears his mother grumbling
and complaining against his father, his father ignores her
behavior, the servants stress further his need to become a
high-spirited man and to punish those who his father will
not prosecute for injustices against him; outside the voices
of society praise only business and wealth. He becomes
convinced and “yields the governance of his soul to the
mean between the high-spirited and ambitious and honor
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loving.” (Plato, Republic, 550a). As a result the youth shares
their values and lives a life conformable to those who
influenced him, which is to say they have gained another
member into their clan-like existence that resembles them.

The discipline of music is also absent among these lesser
character of souls. Now, let us set out an idea of reason
that is drawn from his Republic that might help us
understand how it may function to awaken reasoning and
assist in the study of dreams. First, we must find why
Socrates stresses this idea and in what way it is central to
the primary purpose of the Republic. Consider, as
important as discovering the nature and effects of justice
and injustice is upon the soul of man, Socrates astonishes
Glaucon when he tells him that there is something greater
than justice. It is at this point in the dialogue that Socrates
introduces the idea of the Good and he calls it “the greatest
discipline: which idea when justice and the other virtues
employ, they become useful and advantageous.”(Plato,
Republic, 505a). And, without that kind of knowing “it
would avail us nothing”. Socrates then goes beyond that
as he adds “that whilst it is unknown in what manner the
just and the beautiful are good, they are not of any great
value to a guardian to possess” adding “if it be likely he
shall know these, whilst he is ignorant of this; but I
prophesy that no one will arrive at the knowledge of these
before he sufficiently knows what the good is.” (Plato,
Republic, 506a) Glaucon is quick to urge Socrates to explain
the Good and Socrates instead offers to discuss “what most
resembles it”, which is the idea of the good (Plato, Republic,
506e).

It is at this point that Socrates advances his idea of reason,
the logos, in a curious way. He warns Glaucon that he
must take care lest he unwillingly deceive him when giving
him “an adulterate account of this offspring” (Plato,
Republic, 507a). The text reads “apodidous tou logou”, to
render a logos, or reason.

To fulfill his promise to render a reason, or logos, Socrates
unfolds (1) a profound analogy: The Good is to the Idea of
the Good as the Sun is to its Light. Socrates unfolds his
profound understanding of the Good, that has often been
reflected upon, remarking, “(2) therefore, that things which
are known have not only this from the Good, that they are
known, but likewise that their being and essence are thence
derived, whilst the Good itself is not essence, but beyond
essence, transcending it both in dignity and power. (Plato,
Republic, 509c). (3) Socrates is urged by Glaucon to “again
discuss the resemblance (omoiotayta) relating to the sun”
and as a consequence Socrates constructs the divided line
analogy and urges Glaucon to arrange the four cognitive
functions analogously - intelligence, the understanding,
belief and image-thinking part (Plato, Republic, 511e). This
would, of course, entail reflecting on their eight variations
for the four term analogy. Since understanding and belief
in the divided line both proceed from hypotheses, the truth
of which is unknown, they share that commonness and in
that respect can be said to be equal. So then the four term
analogy can be reduced to three, a mean analogy, that has
four valid transformations. (4) He then pictures the analogy
in a set of images and creates a story or drama into an
allegory: the allegory of the cave and the upper world; (5)
and to explain the difficulties one encounters emerging

from the cave to the upper world Socrates outlines the
education for the philosopher king based upon a
philosophical, not literal, understanding of arithmetic,
geometry, solid geometry, astronomy and harmony. The
contemplative discipline in these arts prepares the soul to
be “filled with the dazzling splendour (Plato, Republic,
518a-b), the Idea of the Good. (6) these arts are the
prerequisites for the study of his dialectic, but that is
possible only for those who have come to discover the
“communion and alliance” of these studies.

Assuming this meets the condition for resemblance
(omoiotayta) we can advance the notion that this is what is
included in the Socratic logos, or reason. Thus, the practice
of Platonic philosophy would bring one to study this logos,
or reason, and that could entail extensive analogies and
allegories.

Now, we must return to our original questions and explore
what the nature and object of his dialectic is. If we become
sufficiently familiar with the language Plato uses to
describe the dialectic from the sixth book of his Republic
we will find that the same key terms are repeatedly used
to describe the dynamics present in the transformation of
the youths in each of the families. By combining both ideas
into a unity and setting forth the result we have an
interesting approach to study the idea of justice and
injustice.

Consider, then, that images in the soul of the youth
resemble those beliefs that are being inculcated in the youth
by the family-clan; for it “has the very same resemblance
to that of which is the resemblance”. The soul then uses
this process of the transmission of values to the child as
images, and in combining them both and reflecting on their
nature a conclusion can be reached as to how to understand
this process and its effect on the youth. For, it is coming to
realize that the roles one assumes, the identity one takes
on, and the way of life that follows are all to appear as just
as one may appear, given the circumstances. Then if the
soul desires to understand not these beliefs that control
lives, but to behold the nature of justice itself, it must
discover not how it appears nor ideas about it, but what it
is itself, and that requires another stage. For, it would be
forced or compelled to use as images these things imitated,
so the soul uses “images formed from things below” to
those above hypotheses, which is a journey to come to
know the encounter with justice.

We can find in his book four an example of this higher
function of the dialectic. There he describes how it is by
considering these notions of justice “and constantly
considering them, when placed by one another, and
striking them, we shall make justice shine out as from flints;
and when it becomes manifest, we shall firmly establish it
among ourselves.” (Plato, Republic, 435a). In this way of
reasoning the dialectical study begets an experience of
justice that culminates in the dialectic of Plato’s divided
line. However, to discuss the dialectic described in the
seventh book, the allegory of the cave and the upper world,
would be a topic for another paper.

Now, let us return to ask why is reason linked with law
and considered prerequisites for dream work? The first
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law that Socrates advances for the city state is that no one
should be allowed to present the nature of God as other
than being “essentially good” (Plato, Republic, 379b), and
hence he can only be the cause of beneficial things since
good is in reality (ousia). Thus, for Plato, dreams have a
divine source and may bring a benefit to man when
approached as a divine work that exercises reason for our
benefit.

Clearly, since the preparation for dreams is to excite both
reason and wisdom by having “excited the rational part,
and feasted it with worthy reasonings an inquires, coming
to unanimity with himself” so that the dreamer may
“apprehend what it (the soul) knows not, either something
of what has existed, or what now exists, or what will exist
hereafter” and it may gain personal knowledge about his
life. In addition, the dreamer may, then, be in a position, as
he says, to apprehend the truth and “the visions of his
dreams are then least of all repugnant to law.” (Plato,
Republic, 572 a); that is if an understanding of reason and
law are recognized as essential elements of dream work.

Consider, the need for the education of music and
gymnastics is repeated many times in the Republic, but
why it is important for the philosopher may have been
missed. Since the Republic is structured as an analogy, we
must look for the analogue of music. The significance of
music is that it is an antidote to this vicious maligning of
the soul. For, in “becoming musical ourselves and making
others musical” we would have blocked that transmission
the child goes through since it would then be seen for
what it was. To recognize this later in life is equally
significant because in either case it brings a freedom from
false beliefs and in having to support and be loyal to clan
belief. For the study is designed to bring the student to
recognize different states of virtue and vice in the soul, the
real, its opposite, its likeness, its image, and in whatever
degree it shows itself (Plato, Republic, 402c). Again,
gymnastics is not for building up one’s strength but to
awaken the high-spirited part of one’s nature, (Plato,
Republic, 410c ), which is an idea familiar to those interested
in the martial arts. Thus, these terms, music and
gymnastics, have an analogue within an extended
analogical structure.

However, there is the notion that the primary goal of the
Republic is a prescription for an ideal state and secondarily
for the soul. It can be challenged by noting Socrates’
concluding remark to book nine, “But in heaven, probably,
there is a model of it (the city state), said I, for anyone who
inclines to contemplate it, and on contemplating to regulate
himself accordingly, and it is of no consequence to him,
whether it exists any where, or shall ever exist here. He
does the duties of the city alone, and no other.” As for the
model itself, we find Socrates saying that if this model of
the city does not reveal justice he will look for another
model. (Plato, Republic, 434d)

The completion of the goal of the Republic comes in three
stages: (1) after the philosopher encounters the Good he
returns to the cave; (2) and now knowing what the images
of the cave represent he learns to see justice, the image of
justice, and its opposite in all of the activities of man so
that he realizes goodness and justice extends everywhere

in realm of man, or we can say that he sees that behind the
appearance of vice is virtue; (3) and, finally, when he
reaches retiring age he contemplates the Good and raises
the brilliant light of the soul and dwells in the islands of
the Blest (Plato, Republic, 540 a-b).

The issue before us, now, is to ask if one were to apply this
logos of Socrates to meet the conditions of Glaucon’s
request for a “resemblance”, omoiotayta, to the study of
dreams, would we have something like our philosophical
midwifery approach to the study of dreams and
philosophy? If so we would expect to see the study of
analogy, allegory, simile, likeness, images, and focus on
the power of persuasion central to its study.

The Philosophical Midwife Program of the Noetic Society
sought to bring understanding into the problems and
difficulties its member experienced when they sought
excellence in their goals and studies. However, even
though the program was often helpful getting them
through their practical problems we found that these
midwife explorations were often not able to reach the level
of the basic causes of their problems. To reach that deeper
level of causes we found that exploring the dream life of
our members offered clues to resolve their problems.
Members are aware of the philosophy guiding dream work,
they know that it is a non-interpretative procedure that
brings insights into the drama of their dreams, they are
aware of the type of explorations they will go through as
they are aware of the type of questions that will be asked.

The procedure in our study of dreams includes (1) accept
a dream as a meaningful kind of allegory; (2) examine it as
a drama; (3) judge it as offering a review of a success or
failure of our pursuits; (4) seek the meaning of each of the
images in the dream as metaphors; (5) examine each of the
states of the soul, or mind, of the participants in the dream
as a simile; (6) focus on the similes that express states of
the soul; (7) explore if the dreamer can find analogies with
that state in their recent experience; (8) explore the earliest
memory of the transmission of these images and beliefs;
(9) testing one’s understanding by facing situations
analogous to those early scenes to see if it is possible to
achieve the goals sought.

The parallels between philosophical midwifery and the
dialectic and dream work in Plato’s Republic can be
considered to include: (1) the child, in accepting the
transmission, assumes the role and identity implicit in the
transmission scene; (2) the transmission must create the
impression of the power and superiority of the authorities
so that the child forfeits their own reason and assumes the
belief being transmitted (3) they form the basic limited self
image which brings acceptance in the family or clan; (4)
this self-image and the beliefs consistent with that image
always undermine the role of reason, integrity, and the
pursuit of the most noble of goals; (5) at such times family
members, or trusted family surrogates, give an appearance
of being caring, sincere, and knowing; (6) The model is
imitated since it is perceived as the most ideal and passed
on to succeeding generations; (7) the timing of the
imposition of the transmission is at a crucial transition
point in their development; it is when they might act freely
and outside the boundary set by the family or clan, and
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that is when the child is in a trusting and receptive state of
mind and is discovering ways of being to live their lives.
Thus, the blocking of the child’s freedom of expression
interrupts the child’s development.

Factors not included in the Platonic model, but central to
philosophical midwifery are (1) the acceptance becomes a
model for love, knowing, and caring and relating to oneself
and the world; (2) the transmission scene always has a
particular conclusion framed by the believer that remains
unarticulated and is therefore unsuspected until analysis;
(3) this unsuspected false belief about the self in
philosophical midwifery is called a pathologos and it
functions as a core belief that is linked to a particular state
of mind, or feeling, and it functions like an axiom in a
system of thought that limits the scope of the believer’s
world view; (4) the pathologos emerges as a negative force
in the form of feelings of dread and distress that manifest
themselves when the believer seeks those goals that
presuppose experiencing those genuine states of mind that
had been prohibited from expression in the family-clan;
(5) in bringing the believer to recall those early scenes and
discover the arbitrariness and injustice of the pathologos,
the believer sees the folly of continuing to function in their
life while believing in these fictions; (6) the daydreams
and thoughts that carry echoes of the transmission scene
and the pathologos become the reminder and keeps alive
the original learning.

Plato does not explore the issue of what particular false
beliefs are learned that mould the child’s fundamental
vision of life nor what maintains them throughout the
believer’s life. However, both in Plato and in philosophical
midwifery the image of virtue presented by the family
authorities in these transmission scenes is the origin of
vice, while learning to rid oneself of these false beliefs and
resuming one’s personal development is the road to virtue.
The primary motives for the introduction of the false beliefs
about the self are the fear of freedom and the dread of
allowing the fullest expression and development of the
mind.

Philosophical midwifery advances a method of dream
analysis utilizing the study of analogy, allegory, and states
of mind (or similes). It treats the objects in the dream as
metaphors and picture images that represent complex ideas
viewed as symbols. Since an allegory presents a drama
that can be understood by finding parallel terms in the
assumed analogy, that it has terms and personage that
have parallels important to understand, and its solution
benefits those who solve its mystery, a dream can be
understood as a personal allegory that portrays the state
of mind of the dreamer and reflects the present
circumstances of their life, uses past events that have been
ignored or forgotten, and presents the dreamer with a
future to be realized with the spirit of justice.

All quotations from Plato are from:

Plato, The Republic, translation Paul Shorey, 2 Volumes,
Harvard University Press. 1937
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